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Reminders
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① Quizzes start this week in section. 

② Extra credit opportunities.



Previous lecture – main points
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① Media cultivate in viewers interpretations 
of the world in line with the TV world.

② Heavy doses of violence in television 
result in a mean-world syndrome.

③ Among heavy TV users political attitudes 
tend to converge.

④ New interactive settings may enhance 
the cultivation of attitudes. 



Agenda Setting- today’s class plan
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① Reality versus media reality.

② Original agenda setting study.

③ Experimental evidence of agenda setting.

④ Agenda building.

⑤ Challenges to agenda setting in the new 
media environment.



“The press may not be successful much of 
the time in telling people what to think, but 

it is stunningly successful in telling its 
readers what to think about.”

Bernard C. Cohen  

Media focusing our attention



Public’s agenda – class’ agenda



Public’s agenda (Gallup Polls)



Public’s agenda (Gallup Polls)



• Chapel Hill voters queried before 1968 
presidential election to identify and rank 
issues of importance to them.

• Content analysis of news (agenda).

Agenda setting function (McCombs & Shaw, 1972)

• Results – almost identical agendas for 
both public and news media.

• Conclusion –Transfer of salience that sets 
the agenda.



Source:	www.mediatenor.com10

Media’s reality



• Next major study conducted in a 
laboratory setting where researchers 
manipulated versions of newscasts 
presented to different groups of viewers.

Agenda setting function – experimental issue manipulationsExperimental manipulations of the public’s agenda (Iyengar & Kinder)



Source:	Iyengar	&	Kinder,	1987

Experimental manipulations of the public’s agenda (Iyengar & Kinder)



① Powerful political and social actors and their 
agents.

② Sociological factors related to news 
organizations.

③ Professional norms. 

④ Ideological factors (owners and practitioners).

How is the news agenda set? (Agenda Building)



① Obtrusiveness of the issue.

② Political conversation…

③ Personal goals and motivations.

④ Declining trust in news…

Limits to the agenda setting function of the news



Limits to the agenda setting function of the news



Limits to the agenda setting function of the news



① New media environment 
including Twitter, 
Facebook, blogs & news 
aggregators, online news.

② Issue publics.

Potential challenges to the agenda setting function of the press

Source: Pew Research



③ Partisanship.

Potential challenges to the agenda setting function of the press



Agenda setting - main points
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① Media focus attention signaling what is important.

② Forces shaping media’s agenda include: powerful 
external actors, media routines and organization, 
professional norms and ideology.

③ Obtrusiveness of issues, political talk, personal 
interests and declining trust can limit agenda 
setting capabilities of media.

④ New communication environment, emergence of 
issue publics and partisanship, challenge media’s 
agenda setting role. 



Questions

See you Monday!


